
 

N12’s Beat- Officer SA Cryer #2680 

November 28th to December 4th 2015 

 

 

Burglary of Habitation 

15-113352  51xx Angel Fire Rd  11/27/15 (1700) to 12/02/15 (1700) 

Offense Information:  Heritage Park Vista Apts; no sign of force; stolen jewelry; suspected 

apartment manager and maintenance man; no evidence. 

 

Burglary of Building 

15-112822  85xx Springmont Ln #xxxxx 11/30/15 (2045) to 12/02/15 (1630) 

Offense Information:  Water Vue Apts; unattached garage; walk-thru door pried open; stolen 

items include bikes/helmets, camping gear, clothing, knives, etc.; no suspect or evidence. 

 

Burglary of Vehicle  

15-111828  86xx Scenic Green Cir 11/25/15 (1200) to 11/29/15 (2314) 

Offense Information:  Republic Park Vista Apts; 2005 Chevy Trailblazer SUV; no sign of force; 

stolen digital camera, Go Pro, fishing equipment; shoes, and sunglasses; no suspect or evidence. 

15-304063  55xx Bryce Canyon Dr 11/28/15 (0300-0330) 

Offense Information:  online report w/ minimal details; private residence; 2005 Ford F250; no 

sign of force; stolen diesel tuner and power tools; no suspect or evidence. 

15-304130  45xx Spring View Ln #6300 12/01/15 (2000) to 12/02/15 (0800) 

Offense Information:  online report w/ minimal details; Water Vue Apts; 2004 Ford F150; 

unlocked bed storage box; 3 bags full of tools; no suspect or evidence. 

15-304112  48xx Park Bend Dr  12/01/15 (1900) to 12/02/15 (0550) 

15-304124  49xx Park Brook Dr  12/01/15 (2010) to 12/02/15 (0610) 

Offense Information:  both were online reports with minimal details; private residences in close 

proximity and time frame; both vehicles unlocked; stolen items: duffle bag with workout items, 

school items, hand tools, jumper cables, first-aid kit, and change; neither had a suspect or 

evidence. 

 

Theft 

15-112126  78xx Teal Dr   11/30/15 (1505) 

Offense Information:  private residence; mail package stolen from front porch; victim’s video 

led to the identification of actors; warrants being issued. 

Suspect Information:  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  and xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; white 2004 Toyota 

Tundra crewcab, TX- xxxxxxx. 

 

Two shopliftings were reported at Wal-Mart Supercenter of which resulted in a citation and 

suspect cases.  

 

Significant Information 

North Division Property Crimes Unit served a search warrant at 46xx Bracken Dr (N12) where 

known prolific offender lives. Arrested: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx for Felon in Possession of Firearm; 

suspect identified: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. A very large amount of property was recovered, 

believed to be stolen from all over N12, N23, N24, and surrounding cities.  


